CONFERENCE YEAR-ROUND
Turning Clubhouse Hype Into Business Results

What
The social voice app that allows anyone to talk from anywhere in the world

Why
Connect
Share
Network
Collaborate
Develop new ideas
Learn

How
1. Create your bio
   • The first 3 lines matter
   • Be you
   • Sync your Instagram + Twitter
2. Join Clubs
3. Show up and be part of the conversation

Roles
1. Moderators
   Speakers
   Moderators have the ability to mute, bring people up to speak and close the room
2. VIP Section
   Followed by the Moderator and not in a speaking roll
3. Listeners
   Anyone joining the room, not on stage speaking

Rooms

Remember
✓ Check out the hallway
✓ Join a club
✓ Learn & ask questions
✓ You can create your own club
✓ Start a room
How Clubhouse Works

Bio

Calendar

Invite others

Rooms